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In 1959 Richard Feynman gave a visionary talk describing the possibility of building computers which were \sub-microscopic" (1) . Despite remarkable progress in computer miniaturization this goal has yet to be achieved. In this report the possibility of computing directly with molecules is explored.
A directed graph G with designated vertices v in and v out , is said to have a Hamiltonian path (2) if and only if there exists a sequence of compatiblè one way' edges e 1 ; e 2 ; :::; e z (that is, a`path') which begins at v in , ends at v out and enters every other vertex exactly once. There are well known algorithms for deciding whether an arbitrary directed graph with designated vertices has a Hamiltonian path or not. However, all Adleman 4 known algorithms for this problem have exponential worst-case complexity and hence there are instances of modest size for which these algorithms require an impractical amount of computer time to render a decision. Since the directed Hamiltonian path problem has been proven to be NP-complete, it seem likely that no e cient (that is, polynomial time) algorithm exists for solving it (2,3).
The following (non-deterministic) algorithm solves the directed Hamiltonian path problem:
Step 1: Generate random paths through the graph.
Step 2: Keep only those paths which begin with v in and end with v out .
Step 3: If the graph has n vertices, then keep only those paths which enter exactly n vertices.
Step 4: Keep only those paths which enter all of the vertices of the graph at least once.
Step 5: If any paths remain, say \YES", otherwise say \No".
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The graph shown in Figure 1 with designated vertices v in = 0 and v out = 6 was solved using the algorithm above implemented at the molecular level.
Note that the labeling of the vertices in such a way that the (unique) Hamiltonian path enters the vertices in sequential order, is only for convenience in this exposition and provides no advantage in the computation. The graph is small enough that the Hamiltonian path can be found by visual inspection; however, it is large enough to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach.
It seems clear that the methods described here could be scaled-up to accommodate much larger graphs. To implement Step 3 of the algorithm, the product of Step 2 was run on an agarose gel and the 140bp band (corresponding to dsDNA encoding paths entering exactly seven vertices) was excised and soaked in ddH 2 O to extract DNA (6). This product was PCR ampli ed and gel puri ed several times to enhance purity.
To implement Step 4 of the algorithm, the product of Step 3 was a nity puri ed using a biotin-avidin magnetic beads system. This was accomplished by rst generating single stranded DNA from the dsDNA product of Step 3 and then incubating the ssDNA with O 1 conjugated to magnetic beads (7).
Only those ssDNA molecules which contained the sequence O 1 (and hence encoded paths which entered vertex 1 at least once) annealed to the bound The labor required for large graphs might be reduced by using alternative procedures, automation or less labor intensive molecular algorithms.
The number of di erent oligonucleotides required should grow linearly with the number of edges. The quantity of each oligonucleotide needed is a rather subtle graph theoretic question (8). Roughly, the quantity used should be just su cient to insure that during the ligation step (Step 1) a molecule encoding a Hamiltonian path will be formed with high probability if such a path exists in the graph. This quantity should grow exponentially with the number of vertices in the graph. The molecular algorithm used here was rather naive and as with classical computation, nding improved algorithms will extend the applicability of the method.
As the computation is scaled up, the possibility of errors will need to be looked at carefully. During Step 1, the occasional ligation of incompatible edge oligonucleotides may result in the formation of molecules encoding`pseudo paths' which do not actually occur in the graph. While such molecules may be ampli ed during Step 2 and persist through Step 3, they One major advantage of electronic computers is the variety of operations they provide and the exibility with which these operations can be applied.
While two 100 digit integers can be multiplied quite e ciently on an electronic computer; it would be a daunting task to do such a calculation on a Adleman 14 molecular computer using currently available protocols and enzymes (14) .
Nonetheless, for certain intrinsically complex problems, such as the directed Hamiltonian path problem where existing electronic computers are very ine cient and where massively parallel searches can be organized to take advantage of the operations that molecular biology currently provides, it is conceivable that molecular computation might compete with electronic computation in the near term. It is a research problem of considerable interest to elucidate the kinds of algorithms which are possible using molecular methods and the kinds of problems which these algorithms can e ciently solve (12, 15, 16) .
For the long term one can only speculate about the prospects for molecular computation. It seems likely that a single molecule of DNA can be used to encode the`instantaneous description' of a Turing machine (17) and that currently available protocols and enzymes could (at least under idealized conditions) be used to induce successive sequence modi cations which would correspond to the execution of the machine. In the future, research in molecular biology may provide improved techniques for manipulating macro- 
